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Abstract
Care for many progressive chronic diseases continues to improve, allowing patients to survive and thrive for longer periods of
time1. People living with such conditions may now find themselves able to achieve long-term goals in education and career
development2. Many people now occupy the dual roles of scientist and patient3. This commentary article synthesizes ex-
periences of scientists and advocates with the progressive genetic disease cystic fibrosis (CF) who collaborated on a career
development session for the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation’s inaugural ResearchCon event in 2019. It explores how such col-
laborations affirm and transform individual perspectives on patient science and its importance in broader scientific research
agenda setting. We first share our own individual insights about the experience and impact of the ResearchCon panel session
before progressing to discussion and future directions centering the shared insights from one another’s reflections.
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Our work outlines specific opportunities for engagement of scientists with direct lived experience of CF in research efforts
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Scientists with CF should be actively centered in related research initiatives to promote both innovation in scholarship and
justice in care.
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Introduction

Care for many progressive chronic diseases continues to
improve, allowing people to survive and thrive for longer
periods of time.1 Individuals living with such conditions may
now find themselves able to achieve long-term goals in
education and career development that previously would
have seemed unrealistic.2 Populations impacted by these
conditions thus increasingly count among their number many
people who occupy the dual roles of scientist and patient.3

This unique constellation of experiences and knowledges
positions patient scientists as a specific population and
chronic disease researchers as a general group to better un-
derstand and respond to progressive illness.4 It also helps
people with CF both within and beyond the scientific com-
munity achieve empowerment.5 And contributing data in
research can instill a tremendous sense of purpose and
meaning in our lives with this shared disease.6

The above discourse concisely summarizes current re-
search on patient science in the progressive disease land-
scape. It also tells—albeit in miniature—the story of our own
careers.7 And like most people with progressive diseases who
find ourselves able to fulfill long-term career horizons, we
seldom forget that our journeys to this point have not been
smooth or simple.8 Rather, our discovery of what patient
science means in our own lives and how best we can translate
those interests into impact has taken many twists and turns.9

But it has also involved “coming full circle” with respect to
both our work and the underlying health condition that in-
spired it.

Cystic Fibrosis 101

Cystic fibrosis (CF) is a progressive genetic disease in which
the mucous membranes produce thick and sticky mucus like
rubber cement instead of thin and slippery liquid secretions. It
results from defects in the cystic fibrosis transmembrane
conductance regulator (CFTR) gene, which codes a chloride/
bicarbonate channel protein key to regulating fluid transport
across the mucous membranes.10 The “classic” autosomal
recessive presentation of CF includes lung disease caused by
a cycle of mucus obstruction, infection, and dysregulated
inflammation11 and gastrointestinal manifestations including
malabsorption and pancreatic insufficiency, impaired biliary
and liver function, or dysmotility and intestinal obstruction.12

Per this abbreviated summary and the “classic” qualifier,
individual people with CF may experience different facets of
the disease with wildly disparate outcomes. Indeed, cystic
fibrosis exists across a disease spectrum: CFTR genotypes are
a poor predictor of disease severity and manifestation, which
suggests complex interactions between environment and
non-CFTR genetic background.13 Additionally, mild or mon-
osymptomatic presentations of CFTR dysfunction are increas-
ingly recognized.14

CF is a rare disease impacting approximately 30,000
people in the United States, just over half of whom are
adults.15 Unlike most other rare diseases, CF requires
stringent infection control protocols to prevent people from
passing virulent respiratory bacteria to one another that can
cause permanent harm to those with the disease.16 People
with CF are thus recommended not to interact with one
another in person, and to avoid crowded and poorly ventilated
spaces even outside the context of viral pandemics. However,
technology facilitating realtime online interaction via vid-
eoconference has proliferated since the introduction of cur-
rent CF infection control guidelines in the late 1990s. This has
produced increasing collaboration among scientists living
with CF, as has growing longevity within the community due
to improved and diversifying treatment options. Collabora-
tion efforts between different scientists with CF have often
begun at community conferences using videoconference
technology.

These include the BreatheCon and ResearchCon confer-
ences now offered annually by the national Foundation.
BreatheCon is exclusively for people with CF. It aims pri-
marily to help those living with the disease connect with and
support one another. ResearchCon is for all in the CF sci-
entific community, including and beyond those living with
the disease. It aims to highlight current advancements in CF
research and care, and invites feedback on new scientific
directions for the Foundation itself.17

Notes from the First Author

I was tentatively but inconclusively diagnosed with cystic
fibrosis as a young child. When I was first given a diagnostic
workup for CF, the gene controlling the function of the
protein that does not work properly in people who have the
disease had not been discovered yet. Only a couple years
later, that gene—called the CF transmembrane conductance
regulator (CFTR)—was discovered. But it would take a long
time before the scientific community would understand the
vast diversity of issues with this gene that can cause people to
have CF symptoms.18 As a result, it would take over 25 more
years before my own diagnosis was conclusively con-
firmed.19 With a progressive disease whose median life ex-
pectancy in 2019 was only 47 years, that is a long time to wait
for answers.

So long before my diagnosis was ever confirmed, I began
the process of searching for answers on my own—and helping
others in the chronic disease community find theirs. I became a
scientist because I knew my own experiences gave me unique
perspectives on chronic illness, and what was missing in health
care for people like me. I also became a scientist because I was
born as the result of a science experiment—I was conceived
through a clinical trial of artificial insemination—and raised in
my parents’ neuroembryology lab at a medical school. I thus
came full circle in my adult life to both my professional
background and the original diagnosis I started out with. Along
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the way, I joined a panel of other patient scientists living with
CF for a new type of conference: the inaugural ResearchCon
event described above. Appropriately, the panel was titled
“Coming Full Circle.”

Here we offer a narrative review and synthesis of our own
reflections and takeaways from the 2019 ResearchCon event
and the collaborations that emerged from it. We first provide
an overview of the panel and our process for working together
before transitioning into individual reflections on each of our
experiences as planners and speakers. We then summarize
and explore common threads from these reflections, focusing
primarily on the process of working together and how it has
shaped our perspectives as practicing scientists living with a
common disease. Those of us who have worked in program
evaluation and related areas of science continue to incorporate
formative assessment robustly in our daily work. So to con-
clude we offer recommendations for future research on CF,
both within and beyond the patient community. And to provide
context for how each of our individual journeys with CF
compare to the broader population of our peers with the same
disease, we each provide a positionality statement as a sup-
plement to the main text. One of our peer reviewers suggested
this approach to enhance the impact of the article on social
justice in health science, which we greatly appreciate!

Overview of the Panel

Before I joined the planning team for the inaugural Re-
searchCon event, I only knew one other health scientist with
cystic fibrosis personally. I had a colleague in public health at
another university who had been diagnosed at birth; we had
begun collaborating on CF-related research the previous
summer. I had made that connection through a mutual friend
several months after having my own diagnosis confirmed. It
felt very affirming to meet and begin working with someone
whose health experiences paralleled mine so closely despite
their having received a conclusive diagnosis much earlier in
life, compared to my own tentative diagnosis at age 5 that was
not confirmed until I was 32. I found it comforting on a
personal level to know that despite decades of poor man-
agement, I still had a fighting chance at better health going
forwards.20 But perhaps even more exciting to me was the
prospect of sharing research experiences and building kinship
with someone who understood me so well.

Until late 2018 though, I had thought myself lucky to find
another health scientist with CF at all, let alone one so close to
my own age and career stage. Both of us were university
professors in similar ranked positions who held public health
degrees and worked with major medical centers. We had both
commented on the pervasive messaging surrounding CF and
health sciences careers while we were growing up—
specifically, the idea that these careers were not safe or oth-
erwise feasible for us. As individuals, we enjoyed proving
people wrong about what we could safely do and the impact
we could make in the process.20 But we also spoke of a

tremendous sense of isolation and loneliness—of being the
only ones like us. I remember telling my colleague, “I knew
there must be others like me out there, but unless our friend had
introduced us I don’t know that I would ever have found you.”

My world was about to get much bigger very quickly.
Toward the end of 2018, I participated in the Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation’s annual BreatheCon event for adults with CF.
During one of the keynote sessions, I wound up dialoguing in
the participant chat stream with a biocomputing specialist
from Alabama who was studying CF genetics. I thought it
would be pretty exciting to connect him with some of my own
students, especially those in the Biomedical Sciences PhD
program with which I worked collaboratively. I figured that I
would open up an opportunity for our many students inter-
ested in biocomputing, several of whom worked with the
geneticist whom I had consulted for information about my
own rare CFTR mutation, to meet an active scientist in that
field who lived with CF. Our students have usually found it
quite exciting to meet a social and behavioral medical sci-
entist with a rare disease when working with me, so I thought
correctly that they would jump at the chance to interact with
my colleague in affirmation of their own interests in bio-
computing and genetics.

However, this connection was just the beginning. I had
included my father, who had served for nearly a decade as
chair of that department, on the email thread with our col-
league who had so many advisees interested in genetics
applications of biocomputing. He suggested that we bring my
colleague in for a department seminar. But having learned
something over many years of hearing me say “nothing about
us without us” in response to the notion of people without
chronic conditions attempting to speak for those with them,
he insisted that I be the one to host. This initiated a cascade of
emails about technology support requirements for hosting the
seminar, which spurred my colleague to mention that perhaps
this would be the first of many collaborations that we could
achieve through distance technology. Given that we finished
the draft of this manuscript during the peak of the global
COVID-19 pandemic, we note that the use of such tech-
nologies has expanded greatly both within and beyond the CF
community. We see these changes as a boon for scientific
collaboration in CF research specifically as well as more
generally. It amazes us now to reflect on how far our com-
munity has come since the event that first brought us together.

At BreatheCon 2018, we had just learned that the CFF
would be offering its first ever ResearchCon event at the end
of February 2019. Unbeknownst to me, my colleague had
jumped onto the planning team for ResearchCon just as I had
done at first opportunity—and had agreed to participate in a
panel of scientists with CF doing research on CF. With a few
keystrokes, I had suddenly become part of that group, and
entered a much larger world of scientists with life histories
very similar to my own. In the space of a year and a half, I had
gone from being an island to finding a couple of friends to
joining an entire club—one I never knew existed until that
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moment where I agreed to serve on the panel. Suddenly I was
immersed in group chats over the Slack collaboration plat-
form about the panel as my colleague and I planned our
seminar. I thus quickly felt like part of something much
bigger, in a way that my general participation in various
aspects of CF community and advocacy had never achieved. I
had stopped wondering if there were others like myself out
there, and instead begun collaborating with some of those
individuals as part of a dynamic team.

Reflections from Participants

After the panel had concluded and our group had debriefed
the experience via videoconference, we discussed the idea of
developing a manuscript to share our takeaways from this
collaboration with the broader chronic disease community.
We found powerful resonance in the idea of building to-
getherness in the isolation of rare disease, and bridging that
more universal experience of social progress with the more
niche experience of patient science. Because each of us came
from a different background scientifically, being patient
scientists meant different things to each of us when we began
working together. Yet we also found consonance in our sense
of priorities for CF research in the present and future. The
“Coming Full Circle” title for our panel thus proved espe-
cially apt, as the experience both affirmed and transformed
our individual perspectives on patient science and its im-
portance in broader CF research agenda setting. So we tasked
ourselves with each writing about 500 words summarizing
our experiences and what we learned. Below we share our
own individual reflections before progressing to discussion
and future directions.

Author 1. Our first planning call for the CF scientist panel felt
like the proverbial breath of fresh air. The five of us excitedly
shared our personal stories and our passions for our respective
areas of science with no coaxing whatsoever from CFF staff,
instead easily exceeding the original time window for that first
meeting. I had thought that perhapsmy easy rapport with James,
my colleague who had invited me to serve on the panel, had
been another stroke of luck just like my collaboration with my
only prior colleague who had CF. But by the time that initial
meeting concluded, I felt a distinct sense of having known my
new colleagues for much longer than a couple of hours.

I felt energized and impressed by the unique specializa-
tions, accomplishments, goals, and histories of each of my
fellow panelists. We had a diverse array between us of genetic
profiles, diagnosis journeys, and illness histories just as we
had a wide range of educational backgrounds, professional
competencies, and scientific interests. Our enthusiasm for
learning from one another emerged quickly and became cause
for shared celebration as we continued working together to
plan the panel.

Perhaps my favorite activity that we did in support of our
planning process—other than the calls themselves—was

generating questions in a shared document and then an-
swering each other’s inquiries about our scientific careers. I
have always gravitated toward written forms of expression as
a means of getting to know people, as I love the reflection and
introspection that writing about one’s own experiences in-
volves. Getting to read about my colleagues’ journeys in their
own words—and seeing the evolution in each of their
thinking as they continued to adjust their responses based on
our shared discussion—felt incredibly special and intimate. It
also inspired me, as did reflecting on my own experiences.

People talk a lot about “inspiration porn” involving people
with challenging health conditions, and rightly so. What I
found so refreshing about reading my colleagues’ narratives
and allowing them to shape my own thinking was the balance
their words struck between candor about the hardships of
living with CF and confidence in their own abilities to ne-
gotiate these challenges in their continued scientific work. As
a professor who had regularly and unflinchingly told stories
about throwing up quarts of black slime when dealing with a
bowel obstruction, I relished the dark humor and biting wit in
many of our narratives, as well as the steely strength these
anecdotes communicated. But I found myself thinking anew
about the more delicate side of being a health scientist with
CF: the constant immersion in both abject fear and ebullient
hope.

This feeling seemed readily understood and shared by our
group. Moreover, my colleagues clearly understood and
beautifully articulated how holding these two experiences in
mind simultaneously made all of us better and more effective
scientists. In helping one another to bring these stories to life
in ways that would resonate with future generations of health
scientists living with CF, we thus also supported one another
in finding greater peace and affirmation in our own
journeys—both the challenges and the triumphs.

For me, an amazing part of participating in this panel for
ResearchCon was how a shared mission for a single event
blossomed into a shared sense of expansive possibilities for
the future. But equally powerful were also all the precious
tiny moments of deep kinship, like when we would make fun
of Tré for drinking so much LaCroix, or when Miriam would
anticipate one of my terrible puns and start laughing pre-
emptively, or when we would pump our fists with joy in
hearing about Ella’s success with phage therapy. None of us
felt sure when we had made the transition from colleagues to
friends, but it had certainly happened by the time we went live
for our panel at ResearchCon.

Author 2. I was asked to be co-chair of ResearchCon a few
months prior to the event, along with a physician at the CF
Foundation. It was the first ever research-focused virtual
event for the CF community. It was also the first time I had
ever come to the realization that I could have some reputation
and influence as a person with a scientific voice in the CF
community to have been asked to lead such an event. In the
last few years, since graduating from college with a biology
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degree, my work in an environmental microbiology lab
testing bacteria in water systems has had an intersection with
CF, as some of the same bacteria are commonly found in
lungs affected by CF. Having this background knowledge has
created an interest in me and allowed me to explore and
understand CF research and be involved in various research
committees tasked in providing patient perspectives on re-
search questions and methods. Providing this scientific voice
to the CF community has also burgeoned from a desire to
connect with others with CF, share ideas, and learn from each
other to gain the best health outcomes for ourselves.

Needless to say, I excitedly agreed and spent the following
months meeting with groups of doctors, researchers, and
fellow community members, some of which were fellow
patient scientists, picking topics and forming the content for
various sessions within the conference. The event came to
fruition on Rare Disease Day, February 28th. Only after the
event did I reflect on the whole process from start to end, and
grasped what an incredible event it was. The collaboration
that took place between those of us with CF and the doctors
and researchers caring for our health really makes me proud
to be a part of a community that is striving to understand the
science of research and having a hand in advancing our own
health outcomes. Through meetings with doctors, re-
searchers, and those interested in understanding the patient
experience, I have also cultivated an interest in science
communications.

From this event, which logged nearly 700 attendees, I was
amazed by the intellect of the CF community in under-
standing biological mechanisms and familiarity with prior
research, as was evidenced by the questions posed to the
researchers and speakers. I recall on more than one occasion,
a doctor remarked about the insightful nature of the question
asked. It is clear that those of us with CF and our families are
thinking critically about treatments for CF and are not content
with a layman’s grasp.

Our desire to gain the knowledge and tools we need to
understand the science, to seek clinical trial opportunities, and
to suggest new avenues of research is rapidly growing. As the
lives of more people with CF reach well into adulthood, the
importance we place on understanding our health and our
futures leads us to seek information and the best possible care
for ourselves. The rapid advancements in research in recent
years parallel our interest in being active participants and
collaborators in research and care. We are actively empow-
ering ourselves to better our lives, and the value of our roles in
communicating and creating the future of CF treatment with
our doctors is immeasurable.

I have thought about it plenty time myself but also hearing
echoing thoughts from this group of fellow CF scientists re-
inforces the fact that there needs to be more direct patient
involvement in the development of research questions and
methods. Day to day, we live with the effects of CF, andwe pay
attention to symptoms and treatment regimens closely. We
track changes in our body’s reactions and form hypotheses for

these changes. We have ideas for what could make our lives
better and what questions we need answers to. We positively
contribute to collaborations with research teams, but I hope
that researchers could tell from this event that we are capable of
more! I hope there will be more opportunities for forging
collaboration and patient involvement in future research de-
velopment because there are still a lot of unknowns in CF care.
By joining our voices as we did in this ResearchCon and
encouraging others with CF to pursue careers in science fields,
to building confidence to collaborate with and ask questions of
their care teams to create joint plans for optimal care, we are
shaping the future of research and treatments for CF.

As someone whose life is significantly affected day to day
by having advanced lung disease and the increasing hardship
and burden, having the opportunities to bridge my education
with my personal experience of dealing with a chronic illness
and being able to share these emotions with my fellow CF
scientists and project our voices to the larger CF community
encouraging others to assist in their own empowerment
makes me feel an immeasurable sense of accomplishment and
hope our futures.

Author 3. As adults with CF we all have been through suf-
fering because of this disease. We cannot change this, but we
can persevere in life despite the challenges and keep the flame
of what inspires us in the first place!

Perseverance for me means embracing challenges and
becoming involved in interesting life experiences such as the
ResearchCon meeting that we all participated in as invited
speakers. ResearchCon was the first online conference or-
ganized by the CF Foundation. I would like to take everyone
with me into this unique journey.

Imagine you have a rare genetic disease such as cystic
fibrosis and that the only people you cannot meet in person
are others with the same disease. That is due to the cross-
infection that happens between people with CF. Growing up
with that reality before the boom of the internet era was one of
toughest things to deal with as a teenager who is constantly
going through medical treatments, and would very appreciate
the support of others undergoing similar experiences. I am old
enough now to be able to reflect on earlier days of CF
treatment, and to have experienced this sense of isolation
firsthand. Being “old enough” with CF means you are an
adult despite having a so called, “childhood disease.”

Imagine that you grew up with CF and decided to pursue a
career in science. Now imagine that after so many years one
day you would meet in a video chat not only 1 but 4 others
that like you had CF and were health scientists as well!

That sunny day after work, I entered the video chat not
knowing what to expect. After seeing 4 new faces, I im-
mediately felt I was very close to them. I felt surrounded by
others who despite being different from me were also so
similar. The hour we were talking for the first time felt like 5
minutes. That is the type of experience only us with this
isolating disease can share!
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I felt energized by these connections and brainstormed
about what we had discussed on my way home. After the first
talk we all agreed to generate a document telling our stories,
struggles and motivations behind our career path.

I was impressed by how committed we all were about
spreading knowledge related to CF. After knowing them a
little more I could so easily recognize their talents. Ella and
Tré who besides their job in science also are amazing writers
for the CF community. James and Xan who both have so
much talent with oral communication were perfect for
managing the questions during our meeting with the public.

When the day of our talk to the public arrived, I was
honestly very nervous. We entered the video chat and right
before going live, we had a quick excited chat between us,
where everyone was supportive and reassuring. We went live!
We asked each other key questions about our life with CF and
our work in our field. Once again, we had such a nice
conversation but this time with many others watching it. I felt
incredibly empowered by hearing their stories and sharing
mine at the same time as we were interacting with the public!

After that experience I am hoping for many other events
like this! I appreciated that this event was also made by and
for the CF community. I am looking forward to connecting
with more people and through these interactions we can
slowly change something so important! We can change the
isolating nature of this disease! Let us use the technology in
our favor and connect even more, because connections mean
knowledge and knowledge mean power!

Author 4. The ResearchCon scientists’ committee was a
pioneering enterprise: It was the first ever joint panel I know
of comprising adults with CF who work in science.

For decades, cystic fibrosis has been a child-facing disease
so, naturally, advocacy had been child-led or at least child-
focused. In recent years, with improving medications,
treatments, communication channels, and technology, the CF
community has seen a trend towards a larger focus of adults
leading the conversation. This is great for the community at
large: Adults with CF perceive life differently, have nuanced
opinions and critiques of existing systems, and can com-
municate in a more effective manner than children or parents.
Adults with CF have the lived experience of growing up with
CF combined with the wisdom that comes with adulthood.
This blend of personal experience and emotional intelligence
allows for adults with CF to better convey the best way to
provide a child with CF the world they deserve. In science
and medicine, just as any other long-existing infrastructure,
there exist many problems.

Our panel was led and operated by all adults with CF that
work in science. It was full of interesting discourse sur-
rounding our lives with CF. We worked together to discuss
what would have been valuable for us as young kids and
young students. What sort of message would have been good
for us to see? Our hope was to be a panel of people with
widely varied experiences communication in the shared

language of CF and science. The goals were multifold: We
provided commentary on how science and medicine can be
improved for a niche community like CF and we also pro-
vided insight to parents of kids with CF and young people
with CF about what a life fully lived can look like for people
with CF.

It is critical for the people most directly affected by
policies and decisions to be at the vanguard of the conver-
sation. That includes science and medicine. Until recent
years, it was not necessarily possible for a group of scientists
with CF to be at the forefront—whether that was due to the
lack of scientists with CF, technological restraints, or
whatever else. Today, that is possible, and I firmly believe our
panel set a strong precedent for how these conversations can
happen and how they can make an influence.

It was also critical on a personal level. In life, we look for
the people that share in our experiences. It is a beautiful
testament to the world we live in that there was a panel of
scientists with CF that I could talk to about my experiences.
Science has a reputation of grinding its practitioners to a fine
dust and that they can never accomplish enough. When you
are somebody that is already having to work against a
chronically ill body, the nose-to-the-grindstone culture is not
well-suited. It can be difficult to discuss this with mentors or
colleagues who do not truly understand what living with CF is
like.

Our panel provided me with newfound friends that have
the shared experiences with me that will hopefully lead to
life-long friendships. I look forward to staying in contact with
them and working to improve the world for a very long time.

Author 5. Like a number of events and connections in my life,
I could not have anticipated that the small, seemingly inci-
dental choice I made to reconnect with the CF community
would lead to finding a like-minded community of scientists
and friends, nor that it would lead to a handful of opportu-
nities to enrich my own career as a scientist.

My connection to the community of people with CF and
their families began in my teenage years, when I joined the
email discussion list Cystic-L, as well as other discussion
groups on early social media platforms, such as LiveJournal.
As a young teenager, this connection to a broader community
catalyzed my taking ownership of my CF care and my desire
to learn more about how the disease and its treatments
worked. As I entered adulthood and college, a combination of
changing priorities and social circles and a few deaths left me
with fewer personal connections to others with CF. However,
in the last two years, I rekindled my connection to the CF
community, which ultimately led me to my ResearchCon
compatriots.

The first return step was joining the CF Foundation (CFF)
Community Voice program, which is a network for people
with CF and our families to share their input and experiences
with the CFF via surveys, focus groups, and other oppor-
tunities. Through Community Voice, I learned about
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positions available on the CFF Adult Advisory Council
(AAC), and decided to apply. I had recently completed my
master’s degree, which included a computational thesis
project focused on using genomic and biochemical data to
better predict the regulation of CFTR (the cystic fibrosis
gene) across different types of cells. At the same time, I was
beginning to feel settled into my new career as a computa-
tional biologist supporting a lab using genome sequencing for
rare disease diagnosis; together, these made me feel like I had
“made it,” to an extent, and that perhaps my perspective as
both a patient and professional scientist could be valuable to
the community and provide a new role for me to explore.
When I was offered a position on the AAC, I was suddenly
thrust into a new community of fellow CF adults.

In turn, this led to my participation in BreatheCon (a
virtual event where adults with CF can interact without risk of
cross-infection), where I met Xan amid a conversation of
science careers, and immediately noticed their passion as a
mentor and health sciences professor—so, I decided to in-
troduce myself and explain a bit about my line of work in
bioinformatics and genomics. Meanwhile, when the idea of
ResearchCon was pitched to the AAC, I immediately wanted
to be involved: a virtual event to connect the CF community
to ongoing research could not have aligned better with my
interests. From the early planning calls, I met fellow patient
scientists Ella and Tré, and not long after, our CFF facilitators
suggested that we work together to organize a panel dis-
cussion about science and research careers and CF. Imme-
diately, I thought of Xan, and Ella brought Miriam on board.

Our first calls with the group were invigorating—the five
of us had an immediate rapport, enhanced by our shared
experiences as health scientists living with CF. We eagerly
engaged in discussing each other’s career paths and research
areas. It was immediately apparent that our challenge would
be curtailing ourselves to an hour panel discussion. In the
others’ career paths, I saw reflections of my own experiences:
the ways my education enriched my self-knowledge about CF
and vice versa; how we wrestled with doubts about the long
educational and career paths encountered in academia and
medicine; the strong doctor-patient relationships enabled by
our comfort with biomedical jargon; and the specter (whether
far-off or near) of changing health status and concomitant
career changes. Despite our differing health histories, we all
understood the daily struggle to balance our own self-care
with our desire to advance our fields and serve our peers and
students, and the challenges of navigating a professional
career amid the unpredictability of a chronic illness. We
learned from each other: for example, I hope that I am many
years off from having to contemplate a change or reduction in
my professional role as a result of cystic fibrosis, but if that
occurs in the future, I also hope that I can learn from Ella’s
example of how to approach that transition with grace and
optimism, by seizing opportunities like ResearchCon to re-
main connected to a community in need of my passion and
skill.

Apart from inspiration and camaraderie, the connections I
have made to these fellow scientists through BreatheCon and
ResearchCon have been directly beneficial to my own career;
this manuscript is one such opportunity. A second: Xan re-
cently arranged for me to come to their institution as a
seminar speaker and share my work with students and faculty.
This was notable not only as my first seminar talk and first
opportunity to represent my institution in this way, but also
because this opportunity is not often extended to junior staff
scientists. Many of our ResearchCon discussions helped me
conceptualize and frame how I presented my professional role
in genome sequencing to Xan and their university colleagues:
discussing our desires to include voices from lived experience
in the research world helped me create a more impactful and
memorable presentation by directly using own voices to
highlight the impact of the work. Finally, my new role in the
CF community inspired me to seek out more professional
development and leadership opportunities at work, resulting
in my nomination to the Alabama Leadership Initiative, a
statewide training program for emerging leaders.

In total, my ResearchCon experience became a template to
help me integrate my “paid career” as a researcher and my
“unpaid career” of CF management and advocacy into a more
unified whole. Our discussions helped me see how the roles
of patient and scientist can build off of and support each other,
and I count myself lucky to have met such wonderful
colleagues.

Shared Themes from Participant Narratives

Our experiences as panelists clustered broadly around two
interrelated themes: realizing we were not alone; and seeing
the power in coming together. Each of us discovered the depth
and breadth of CF patient science community in our own
individual ways via collaboration for this panel. We also
realized the tremendous impact potential of our collective
voices and actions, informed by both our lived experiences
with CF and our training as scientists.

Within these general thematic areas, we also identified
multiple subthemes. These included science as a distinct
mode of relating to CF community, challenging notions of
what success in science means, debunking myths about what
people with CF can achieve, the importance of role models in
visioning the future, combining our strengths to translate a
broad array of scientific work for community audiences, overlap
between doctor/patient and scientist/scientist collaboration,
and how research improves our ability to advocate for each
other and ourselves.

Our reflections showed a consciousness of how scientific
careers offer us a different route to supporting and engaging
others in the CF community. Even those of us who were
heavily involved in CF spaces continuously cited feeling the
need to “reconnect” after receiving our scientific training and
beginning our professional practice. These feelings often
intensified as our scientific practice became more focused on
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CF specifically, as we found ourselves connecting to CF
experiences and voices in new ways.

Perhaps because of this, we also found ourselves chal-
lenging notions of what success in science means. As re-
searchers with CF, we have had to discover for ourselves what
it means to succeed in a field that often does not intuitively
accommodate the dynamic physical experiences of living
with a disease that affects so many different aspects of life.
From safety to stamina and so much more, we are constantly
learning and reflecting on what our bodies can do—and how
to balance those considerations with what our minds long to
contribute. Yet in most scientific careers, this is readily done
with a bit of ingenuity—one of the same qualities that drew us
to science in the first place.

So, we often find ourselves debunking myths about what is
possible for people with CF. This phenomenon likewise
appeared as a prominent theme in our individual reflections,
and was mirrored in our collective discussions before and
after the ResearchCon event itself. Our scientific careers have
shown us the diversity of what we can achieve while living
with different arrays of complications from the progression of
our CF, and also the creativity we can develop in adapting our
work around these challenges. Being able to dialogue with
other scientists has absolutely heightened both our ability to
make these adjustments and our sense of self-empowerment
in doing so.

It thus proves unsurprising that our individual reflections
all highlight the importance of role models for our own ability
to envision an impactful future in science and in advocacy—
as well as in life overall. Being able to see our own successes
through the eyes of others, and share lessons learned from our
tribulations within and outside of the professional research
sphere, helps us think through how we ourselves will handle
challenges with our CF management that impact our ability to
do certain types of research tasks. Looking to peer mentors
inspires creativity and also comfort in planning for our own
futures in the scientific community. It also heightens the
triumphant feeling of breaking down barriers when we can
commune about those experiences with colleagues who truly
understand those struggles firsthand.

This kinship also catalyzes professional innovation, as
reflected by our shared insights about combining our powers
to translate a broad array of scientific work for community
audiences. As scientists both managing and studying CF, we
speak in two languages that meet in the middle through our
professional practice. Dialoguing actively with other scien-
tists with CF across different disciplines helps us develop
vocabulary that enhances the ability of all people living with
CF to become more agentic in our own medical care and life
planning. Our reflections on the ResearchCon experience also
show how the audience for our translation of scientific
findings into community impact prominently includes our-
selves as well as others.

Interplay between doctor/patient and scientist/scientist
relationships absolutely constitutes a central theme of our

insights about the ResearchCon experience. All of us were
struck in one way or another by how the dialogue we share
with other scientists as colleagues mirrors many facets of
positive interaction between us as people with CF and our
clinicians. In our own unique ways, each of us has found
ways to educate our care professionals and build spaces that
invite people with CF more actively into the process of re-
flecting on opportunities for improvement in our care. We
have also found ample support for these activities in the
credibility our scientific credentials afford, as well as the
vocabulary our training for our own professional practice has
given us.

Improved advocacy for ourselves as people managing CF
thus constitutes a shared output of advocating for one another
in research. We have all shared insights in our individual
reflections and collective discussions about how using our
scientific voices to bring experiences, preferences, insights,
and values more to the forefront has shaped our own ability to
care for ourselves as well. This is perhaps the most critical
lesson from our experience in coming together for scientific
collaboration in support of ResearchCon: that just as our
personal biographies give us unique value as scientists, so too
does our scientific practice offer unique value for our self-
management of CF.

Conclusions and Future Directions

We offer a few concluding thoughts, beginning with the fact
that patient science remains nascent in the CF community.
This likely owes partly to the simple fact that living well into
adulthood with CF is a relatively new phenomenon. Many
science careers in our community have ended before they
truly began—much to the detriment of our collective well-
being and empowerment in the present, as well as our hope
for the future. Yet aging with CF is becoming more of a
widespread phenomenon these days; hope is more often
blossoming into action by result. And action in research and
professional development requires action in community in-
frastructure. Our recommendations thus follow in this
spirit.

The US CF science community is absolutely undergoing
transformational changes in who engages with research
content. People with CF are now heavily involved not only in
contributing data, but also in collecting it. We are also be-
coming more activated in translating conceptual outputs
from research to concrete changes in our clinical care and
self-management. Yet the ease with which we can access
research outputs remains inconsistent.

Likewise, limitations on our access to CF research spaces
and resources come from different places. Content in aca-
demic journals often hides behind paywalls.21 For people like
our panelists, this may not present a challenge. But CF
community members who do not actively practice science in
their career journeys may still wish to engage with research
content—and should have robust opportunities to do so.
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More concerning is how CF science spaces beyond the
printed page often prove inaccessible to those of us living
with the disease directly.22 Content for the North American
Cystic Fibrosis Conference (NACFC) is not consistently
livestreamed for community members to view in real time.
We do often get to access recorded sessions, but this does not
give us the opportunity to participate in dialogue through the
event chat—to offer our perspectives on science about us. As
a result of these kinds of lags in scientific spaces catching up
to progress in our patient communities, far too much science
about us still happens without us in a general sense.23

Our positionality statements accompanying this article
also reflect specific persistent gaps in CF research and im-
plementation of findings. Subsequent ResearchCon events
have consciously centered issues of racial/ethnic/cultural24

and sex/gender/sexuality justice25 in science. Deep disparities
persist with respect to these characteristics not only in care
access26 and survival outcomes27 among people living with
CF, but also in research participation.28 Each of us has fo-
cused our own activities with the national Foundation since
that initial 2019 panel on amplifying the voices and contri-
butions of scientists and advocates from intersectionally
marginalized backgrounds who are living with CF.

We thus collectively recommend creative thinking and
bold innovation in scientific spaces for the community to
ensure that those living with CF ourselves can participate
fully—regardless of our individual professional credentials.
Videoconference technology offers a vital tool for amplifying
community voices robustly and consistently in CF care
planning and delivery.29 We also applaud advancements in
the recent past that have opened up scientific education and
practice discourse more to those of us who occupy both
worlds.30 ResearchCon offers one example, but certainly is
neither an exhaustive resource nor a substitute for full in-
clusion in existing spaces.

Indeed, our own experiences as patient science panelists
for ResearchCon showed us both the excitement and the
potential in creative approaches to research engagement for
people living and aging with CF. We echo calls from other
scholars for the direct impact of videoconference technology
innovations on care delivery and outcomes31,32 and advocate
for the extension of these practices to clinical research. As the
landscape of adult life and professional development with CF
changes rapidly in response to innovations in scientific re-
search and evidence-based care, so too should those areas
evolve swiftly in response to our experiences and perspec-
tives. In the process, the experiences of scientist advocates
with direct lived experience of both disease management and
intersectional oppression should be centered in planning
future directions for CF research and care alike.

Statement of Informed Consent

This manuscript describes an oral history project that was not
required to go through human subjects’ protection review

because it did not meet the criteria for human subjects re-
search at our respective institutions.

Positionality Statements

Author 1. My own lived experience with CF has been shaped
by intersecting forms of privilege and disadvantage. I have
consistently had health insurance and full-time employment,
as have my parents. I even grew up in their research labo-
ratory at a medical school that had an affiliated CF care center.
Yet my family and I still struggled to get an accurate diagnosis
and proper care. Being racially white meant that doctors at
least considered the possibility that I had CF and initially
tested me for it at age 4; being multiethnic and of multiracial
lineage may help to explain why I have only rare CFTR
mutations and was not diagnosed conclusively until age 32.
Likewise, my experiences as a bisexual and agender member
of the CF community give me unique insight into unmet
needs in science and care alike. My work as a CF researcher,
educator, and advocate also draws on my neurodivergence
and my history of domestic abuse and PTSD.

Author 2. Being of Eastern European descent, I have an
uncommon class 1 CFTR mutation that has been a factor in
my severe disease progression since childhood. I was diag-
nosed at 18 months old due to having constant pulmonary and
digestive ailments causing my mother to be in the pediatri-
cian’s office with me very frequently. Being a Caucasian
female, my diagnosis although was not immediate, was
suspected due to my consistent symptoms. However, there is
no history of CF in my family lineage and having two older
healthy siblings, the possibility of CF was not among the
physician’s first thoughts either. Having lived with only a
third of my potential overall lung capacity for the last 8 to 10
years, I have been physically limited in the level of exertion
and activities in which I can partake. I have strived to not let
this affect my social, romantic, and familial connections, but
there are the effects of feeling left behind, different, and
inadequate. Nonetheless, my life outlook is that cystic fibrosis
does not define me, but it has shaped my life. Earning a
bachelor’s in biology, and subsequently working in a lab,
allowed me to explore and partake in research design and
communications with researchers working in CF. From
there, participating in research committees and advisory
boards providing the patient experience with the science
understanding, has expanded my understanding of healthcare
from the research pipeline to marketing. I now work with
healthcare companies to improve their relation to community
populations and make the industry more person centered,
improving health outcomes in the process.

Author 3. I am originally from Brazil and have spent the last
four years living and working in the US as a biomedical
postdoctoral CF researcher. In addition, I have rare mutations
of the CF gene, which happens more frequently among
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community members with diverse backgrounds like mine.
My main struggle growing up with CF in Brazil was ac-
cessing critical newly developed CF therapies. Unfortunately,
this problem happens due to many complex reasons such as
high drug prices, or market and government interest, making
Brazil and other Latin American countries experience, in
some cases, a decade of delay in approving new medications
compared to the US.

Despite the challenges I face, I still consider myself for-
tunate, as due to my work in science, I could find a pathway to
relocate to the US to work, allowing me to access new
treatments. In addition, in early 2021, a medication that treats
the underlying cause of CF was approved for one of my rare
mutations. My recent access to this medication has pro-
foundly alleviated my symptoms and harsh experiences with
this disease. Nevertheless, many patients with other rare
mutations are still not eligible for this type of drug, a reality
that I am all too familiar with. With my dual background as a
CF researcher and person with CF, I have continually worked
to advocate directly with company representatives and fellow
scientists about these issues. I approach people by telling my
own story and highlighting the importance of expanding new
medicines to all CF mutations and the need to increase access
to different parts of the world. Unfortunately, not all patients
with CF benefit from the same breakthrough drug simply due
to a genetic lottery or a geographic location. My goal is to
keep advocating to change this reality for patients and have a
more just and inclusive world.

Author 4. I am a scientist passionate about science and its
utility in building a better world for all. As a white, cis-
gendered, heterosexual man, I am privileged in many ways;
but, as a disabled person living in the United States, I am also
disadvantaged. Yet as my disability is mostly invisible, my
disadvantage—and the prejudice I face—is not as overt as
somebody who might be more visibly disabled. Ultimately,
these pieces of my identity dovetail together to drive my
belief that the privileged should fight for a better world for
everybody. This is especially true in science, which, in my
opinion, has an inherent mechanism (the scientific method)
capable of driving inequities into the past. I consider it a moral
responsibility to use these parts of my background to learn and
contribute to building the better world we all deserve.

Author 5. My personal history with CF has significantly
impacted my identity and career as a researcher, and has
been at times both typical and unusual. I was diagnosed
with CF around eighteen months of age following
failure to thrive symptoms. I was later found to have the
homozygous F508del CFTR variant, which is the most
common and well-known genetic cause of CF among
white people in the US who have northern European
ancestry. (Parenthetically, I think it is interesting to
note that I have realized while writing this introduction
how much that, as a white, cisgender bisexual man

living in the US, our society gives me a huge amount of
latitude regarding how much—or how little—I want to
focus my narrative on these aspects of my identity.)
Today, the common and well-understood genetics under-
lying my CF allow me access to disease-modifying CFTR
modulator therapy. Unusually, I have experienced fewer
lung infections than is common in CF, leaving me with a
high lung function and a lower burden of hospitalization
than many of my peers. Fortunately, I have had relatively
easy access to CF-specific care throughout my life: as a
child, my family lived in Baltimore, Maryland, near Johns
Hopkins—one of the pioneer CF centers; as an adult living
in northern Alabama, I am within a two-hour drive of the
University of Alabama in Birmingham, which also hosts a
cutting-edge and research-focused CF center. Also fortu-
nately, my health allows full-time employment, which gives
me access to both the health insurance and the paid time off
necessary to access this care with a minimum of financial
strain. In the workplace, I feel able to be very open about CF,
due to their health focus and a forward-thinking hiring
policy of non-discrimination based on genetic information.
Because I have been able to see the positive impact of
having a genetic diagnosis in my own life, these experiences
have motivated my current career: working in bio-
informatics to support the genetic diagnosis of rare diseases.
(Without the underlying knowledge linking the CF phe-
notype to the CFTR gene and its molecular function, few of
the advancements in CF care realized during my lifetime
would have been possible.) Similarly, one of my favorite
roles within the CF community has been to help educate the
community about research and the science of CF, because
my education in science has given me an important lens to
better manage my own health.
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